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Abstract
The expected benefits of Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) include
increased safety, reduced costs and increased earning potential due to operational
efficiencies and reduction in vessel manning. However, autonomous shipping
enabled by such ships bears a greater potential than just replacing humans with
machines. Rather, MASS can play a role in transforming supply and logistics chains.
The value creation potential of these ships depends on the degree to which they disrupt logistics. Our aim here is to clarify how MASS create value and for whom, as
well as how different actors in the maritime logistics ecosystem are able to monetize
or otherwise benefit from the innovation. Based on interviews with experts in maritime logistics and autonomous technology, and a desktop study of the opinions of
the leaders in maritime innovation, we analyse the different facets of value creation
by MASS. We distinguish between the two key sources of value – onboard crew
reduction and increased ship intelligence and their effects (cost reductions, earning
potential, increased safety and system value) – and explicate for which actors in the
ecosystem the value is created. We identify the key changes in the maritime logistics
ecosystem, which concern the changing roles of technology providers, shipowners
and operators, and we highlight the need for developing complementary infrastructure and activities in the ecosystem.
Keywords MASS · Autonomous ships · Supply chain management · Logistics ·
Value creation · Business models · Business ecosystem
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1 Introduction
Automation and, more recently, digitalization have been increasingly adopted in
maritime transportation (Heilig and Voß 2017; Inkinen et al. 2019; Baldauf et al.
2018). Yet, the introduction of Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) into
commercial shipping remains a challenging and uncertain concept. Some benefits of MASS are obvious and well understood, such as reduced costs due to
rendering all or part of the manning redundant, and so are some barriers, such
as certain legal issues of autonomous shipping (Ringbom 2019) and the lack of
a credible business case (Wright 2020). However, the introduction of MASS is
a system innovation that will have considerable impact on supply and logistics
chains beyond that of cost reduction and individual business cases. Such a system innovation is also affected by barriers pertinent to the question of how maritime logistics is currently organized, as this may change the entire institutional
structure of the shipping business (Tsvetkova et al. 2021b; Munim 2019; Ghaderi
2020). For example, the ultimate users of logistics services – shippers – can gain
an unprecedented control on how their goods are transported in a fully automated
and transparent supply chain, which relies on MASS, automated ports and other
enabling innovations.
A particular problem with MASS seems to be that the business actors investing
in the technology may not be the ones to benefit from it. In particular, the shipowners who usually undertake the ship investment benefit only partly from the
expensive technology installed on MASS, while the benefits from operating such
ships, such as fuel savings or increased cargo-carrying capacity, will be enjoyed
by the ship operator. The higher value of MASS can theoretically be reflected
in charter rates, thus allowing the shipowner to capture the value. However, in
practice, it is yet unclear how much of the ship investment costs can be passed on
to the ship operator. To provide another example, the value of transporting cargo
using a fleet of MASS, and consequent opportunities for optimizing logistics
chains, is created for shippers, who are not part of the investment decision unless
it is a vertically integrated logistics chain. Hence, to understand and facilitate the
transition and overcome the barriers, we argue that there is a need to take a business ecosystem view (Moore 1996; Adner 2017) on autonomous shipping, which
allows one to consider the mechanisms for both value creation and capture of a
group of interconnected firms (Talmar et al. 2018). A business ecosystem view
allows reassessment of the structure of an incumbent industry when new value
propositions make formerly disconnected sectors (e.g. the maritime and the information technology industry) intersect (Adner 2017). It also, by definition, resonates well with the idea of unleashing system benefits of autonomous shipping,
which requires the alignment of the business models of incumbent actors and
new entrants (Snihur et al. 2018). Such a study would complement earlier studies
that have focused on the implications of embedding MASS in as-is supply chains
(Kretschmann et al. 2017) and discuss the implications of the changing roles of
the different actors in the forming ecosystem around autonomous shipping.
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Therefore, we pose the following research question to guide our study: How
can various actors in the logistics business ecosystem create and capture value
through MASS, and how does the logistics business ecosystem have to change for
this to happen? Thus, we analyse the value creation potential of MASS according
to the source of value (does it stem from reducing the crew onboard or increasing
ship intelligence, or both?), and analyse which actors in the supply chain would
receive this value. Based on this analysis, and by applying an ecosystem perspective, we draw conclusions on what the main implications are for current logistics and supply chains, and how they need to change as MASS are increasingly
introduced.
The remainder of the study is organized as follows: In the next section, we provide an overview of state-of-the art of MASS and of the literature on value creation in business ecosystems, while also further justifying the ecosystem view. We
then briefly describe the research setting and the qualitative method which we have
applied. We present our findings in terms of the different facets of value of MASS
which we identified, and in terms of the challenges and required changes for ensuring value capture among all required parties and for enabling complementarities. We
conclude by summarizing our main findings and by advising future research areas.

2 Literature review
2.1 The benefits of MASS and their impact on maritime logistics ecosystem
MASS can be seen as part of a broader digitalization trend, capable of changing
the conduct of business (Urciuoli and Hintsa 2020; Porter and Heppelmann 2015).
MASS have been defined as vessels that “to a varying degree, can operate independently of human interaction” (IMO 2018). Together with this definition, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) has defined four degrees of autonomy, which
include the following: (1) crewed ships with automated processes and decision support; (2) remotely controlled ships with seafarers on board; (3) remotely controlled
ships without seafarers on board; (4) fully autonomous ships. Since vessels with any
degree of autonomy can be considered MASS, and MASS could be operating at
one or more degrees of autonomy for the duration of a single voyage, it is useful to
separate two key aspects of the development towards autonomous shipping: level of
onboard manning and level of autonomy, i.e. independence from human operation,
as depicted in Fig. 1 (Ringbom 2019). To provide an example, a remotely controlled
ship operating at the third degree of autonomy is not, strictly speaking, operating
autonomously if a human navigator is making decisions from a shore-based control
centre (SCC). Both aspects exist to a varying degree, when only some functions on a
MASS can be operated remotely or autonomously at different points of the voyage.
There are a number of benefits of MASS that are discussed in the literature on the
future of autonomous shipping. These include reduced operational, voyage and crew
costs; increased safety of operations; and earning potential from new vessel designs
(Meadow et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2020; Ghaderi 2019; Munim 2019). The potential to
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Fig. 1  Separation of aspects of automation. Adapted from Ringbom (2019)

integrate MASS in the Internet of Things (IoT) within logistics and supply chains is
yet another foundation of potential benefits (Ghaderi 2019).
While earlier studies have quantified the benefits of MASS (Kretschmann et al.
2017), these calculations are based on assumptions, such that MASS operate and
generate revenue following the same principles as conventional ships. While at
early stages MASS will indeed compete with conventional ships, the introduction
of MASS provides opportunities for novel business models which will be based on
different value creation and capture logics, as discussed below. Moreover, given the
fragmented structure of maritime logistics (Gustafsson et al. 2015), it is not apparent
what kind of value will be created and for whom, as MASS are increasingly introduced. This warrants an ecosystem perspective on the ways MASS can create value
within existing, incumbent logistics business ecosystems. The incumbent actors
include, among others, ship systems providers (technology providers), shipbuilders
(shipyards), shipowners, ship operators, freight forwarders, shipbrokers and shippers
(owners or suppliers of commodities that are shipped).
2.2 Value creation in ecosystems
Given the fragmented sea logistics value chain, studying value creation in it makes
the business ecosystem view relevant. The term was originally coined by Moore
(1996), who described a business ecosystem as an economic community of interacting organizations and individuals producing goods and services of value to customers. The concept has received increasing attention in the general management
and strategy literature ever since, and today it is commonly agreed that the defining
feature of business ecosystems is value co-creation (often based on technological
and activity complementarities) and co-evolution of interdependent organizations
(Adner 2017; Jacobides et al. 2018). A widely cited definition was put forward by
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Adner (2017), who defined a business ecosystem as “the alignment structure of the
multilateral set of partners that need to interact in order for a focal value proposition to materialize” (Adner 2017, p. 40). Adner (2017) contrasts this activity-centric,
ecosystem-as-structure view with an actor-centric, ecosystem-as-affiliation view,
which emphasizes the network characteristics of ecosystems. Due to our explicit
focus on value creation, we adhere to the ecosystem-as-structure view.
Drawing on the ecosystem-as-structure view and definition, we stress two key
characteristics of business ecosystems. Firstly, there is a system-level business goal,
expressed through the focal value proposition (Gulati et al. 2012). Secondly, achieving the system-level goal builds on a system of interdependent firms whose performance depends on the actions of their collaborators (Adner and Kapoor 2010;
Moore 1996). To our knowledge, the business ecosystem perspective has not been
widely applied in the supply chain, logistics or transportation management literature, especially in the context of maritime logistics (for some exceptions, see Eriksson et al. 2019; Urciuoli and Hintsa 2020). Stakeholder analysis, and in particular
research on port stakeholders (see e.g. Lam et al. 2013; Denktas-Sakar and Karatas-Cetin 2012), comes close to the study of business ecosystems in addressing the
interdependency of multiple actors, which might belong to different industrial sectors. Ports can thus be perceived as local business ecosystems, the success of which
depends on the collaboration and coordination among the various port stakeholders.
As MASS and autonomous shipping as such are a system innovation that is likely
to introduce systemic changes to the shipping industry, the idea of a system-level
goal apparently becomes relevant. MASS are not like an incremental innovation that
can be easily adopted within existing supply chain structures. Rather, MASS are to
be seen as a radical innovation that is likely to disrupt at least parts of the industry and its institutionalized structure of value creation, including a redefinition of
logistics and supply chains. It is also obvious that the value propositions of many
actors are needed to deliver the promised “system” value of autonomous solutions
(Adner 2017; Tsvetkova et al. 2017). This leads us to a third characteristic of business ecosystems that is central to our study, namely that of complementarity (Zott
and Amit 2010; Jacobides et al. 2018). That is, value created in business ecosystems
requires the input from many actors, and for an ecosystem actor to deliver value of
their product or service, it is necessary to create a specific alignment with several
other ecosystem actors, whose value propositions are complementary. In the case of
MASS, a few complementary value propositions are necessary to deliver the value
of MASS, such as highly automated ports that can accommodate MASS, SCCs and
their operations, and continuous and reliable connectivity at sea.
The business ecosystems metaphor also captures the fact that industries and their
value creation architectures are constantly changing. Although not a necessary condition for making the ecosystem perspective relevant, the ongoing digitalization of
the maritime business makes it particularly apt as an analytical lens. Digitalization
tends to evoke changes in institutionalized ecosystems, as we have witnessed from
some famous consumer market cases, such as Uber and Airbnb, over the past two
decades. So-called digital ecosystems also appear to have significant potential for
maritime transportation (Urciuoli and Hintsa 2020).
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Conceptually, the business ecosystem term comes close to the concepts of a supply and value chain, and of business network. Certain efforts have been made to
distinguish these terms from each other. Adner (2017) points to the fact that both
the conceptions of supply and value chains are constructs that, although involving
multiple parties, often treat relationships as dyadic. Hence, these concepts seem
to revolve around the issue of managing and securing supply, rather than on shifting position (Adner 2017). The ecosystem concept has been used in some operations and supply chain management journals, where the concept seems to be given
a broader meaning than that of a supply chain. For example, Viswanadham and
Samvedi (2013) describe a business ecosystem as a network of companies that are
directly and indirectly parts of the supply chain. They also include governmental
political actors as part of the ecosystem (although these admittedly are not necessarily part of the value creation structure). Liu et al. (2019), in their turn, use a business
ecosystem in a more strategic sense and argue for the importance of shared value.
The business ecosystem concept also comes close to the business model concept
that has been used to analyse the commercial application of MASS (Munim 2019).
A common definition of a business model is that it delineates how value is created,
delivered and captured in a firm (see e.g. Amit and Zott 2001; Zott and Amit 2010;
Teece 2010; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010). Such a view obviously is firm-centric.
A business model is, however, a systemic concept in that it connects elements in the
firm and relationships between firms into a holistic view (Zott et al. 2011). Hence,
we operationalize business ecosystems as business model dependencies (Hellström
et al. 2015; Talmar et al. 2018). Such an approach is likely to facilitate a systemic
understanding of value creation and capture, as opposed to looking at MASS as isolated new products. To summarize, we will focus on the potential for value creation through complementarities and the changing roles of ecosystem actors – both
incumbent, such as logistics operators, and new entrants, such as technology providers – and the subsequent redefinition of the value creation and value capture structure in the maritime logistics business ecosystem.

3 Research setting and methodology
Since the ecosystem around MASS is still in its early formation, it is challenging
to study how exactly this innovation will create value for each ecosystem actor. To
approach this issue, we studied opinions and indications of which changes are necessary and likely to happen through in-depth interviews with experts involved in the
sea logistics ecosystem and through the study of secondary sources. When choosing the interviewees for this study, we attempted to obtain a multi-actor perspective
– for example, by interviewing both providers of autonomous capability for ships
and incumbent actors in the ecosystem. As a result, we interviewed industry experts,
consultants and academics in business, regulation, technology, and ship navigation
and operations, as well as naval school educators and trainers (Table 1).
Then, through desktop analysis of secondary sources, including scientific literature, news and trade magazines, and industry reports, we collected information on
the prospects of widely implementing MASS. We focused on organizations listed as

Type of business actor

Digital platform provider

Research organization

Technology company

Shipowner and operator

Naval school

Technology provider

Innovation consultant

Technology provider

Technology provider

Consulting company

Consulting company

Ship operator

ID

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Table 1  List of interviewed people

Project manager

Senior consultant

Partner

Engineer

CEO

Senior ecosystem lead

Product manager

Lecturer, educator

Captain, HSSEQ manager

Client executive

Researcher

Project manager

Position of the interviewee

Manager of the project for piloting an autonomous ship

Involved in a project about using MASS in commercial cargo shipping

Involved in a project about using MASS in commercial cargo shipping

Expert in developing autonomous solutions

Developing autonomous capability for mobility systems

Leading many national initiatives on autonomous shipping

Involved in first MASS development

Involved in educating seafarers

Involved in many automation efforts related to tugboat operations

Involved in many digitalization projects in the maritime industry

Expert in workforce changes from automation

Involved in developing smart ports that can harbour MASS

Comments
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Table 2  Secondary data sources
Type of secondary source

Number of
sources

Examples

News item on web portals

12

maritime-executive.com, company webpages

Podcasts, webinars, blogs

6

Webinar on smart shipping, podcasts by maritime educational
institutions

23

Technical articles, reports from research projects, consultancy
reports

Reports, research and trade
magazine articles and
papers

Laws, regulations, guidelines 10

International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping, Regulation VIII/2(2)(1)

leaders in maritime technology, such as ABB Marine and Ports, DNV GL, Kongsberg, Rolls-Royce Marine, and Wärtsilä (Lloyd’s List 2017). See Table 2 for more
details on secondary data used in this study.
We analysed the data obtained through the interviews to elicit the patterns of
value creation that can be enabled by MASS. We were partly guided by the categories that emerged in previous research on the benefits of MASS (Wright 2020;
Kretschmann et al. 2017; Meadow et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2020; Ghaderi 2019;
Munim 2019), but we also induced several categories from the data. Thus, we did
content analysis with deductive category application and further inductive category development (Mayring 2004). To reach reliable category development, two
researchers independently analysed detailed interview notes, identifying statements
that related to the value of MASS. Then, we compared notes and agreed on the categories by merging some of them and revisiting the original texts in case of dissimilarities in identified value of MASS. Finally, we grouped the identified instances
of value according to the source of value and into several categories that emerged
during the analysis, as discussed in the next section. We used the secondary data to
triangulate our findings (Cohen et al. 2017) and ensure that we grasp the different
perspectives of various ecosystem actors.

4 Results and discussion
In this section, we make a detailed analysis of the potential of MASS to create
value for the different ecosystem actors. This analysis is based on the data obtained
through the in-depth interviews discussed in the previous section, as well as on
desktop study of online materials where the benefits of MASS are discussed. The
categorization is supported by the review of the literature related to the future of
MASS, which was introduced earlier in the study.
As discussed earlier in Sect. 2, the operation of MASS can imply different levels
of manning onboard, and vessel autonomy, due to the following possibilities: (1)
operating vessels remotely from a SCC; (2) allowing vessels to perform only certain
functions autonomously; (3) alternating between performing certain functions such
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as navigation by the crew or by MASS during the same voyage. Since autonomy in
this case implies vessel operation independent of human interaction to a varying
degree (IMO 2018), we see the need to distinguish the different sources of value creation through MASS and to study how benefits ascribed to MASS can be realized,
depending on the levels of onboard manning and actual autonomy. Thus, we distinguish between the following two sources of value creation through MASS: onboard
crew reduction and increased ship intelligence. By ‘ship intelligence’ we mean the
array of automation and digitalization solutions implemented on vessels that enable
autonomous operations, i.e. operations without human intervention. These include,
for example, vessel situational awareness, voyage optimization or cargo monitoring
systems. The term was coined by one of the leaders in MASS development, RollsRoyce,1 and brought up by Kretschmann et al. (2017) as a source of benefit from
autonomous vessels which goes beyond benefits that stem from unmanned vessels.
It is important to distinguish between these two sources of value creation because
benefits ascribed to MASS, such as the potential for drastically new ship designs,
can concern only fully unmanned ships. On the other hand, benefits arising from the
availability of new types of data and opportunities for optimizing vessel operations
due to digital solutions onboard stem from increasing ship intelligence, which is
necessary for autonomous operations but could as well be realized on conventional
fully manned ships.
Further, we distinguish among the different categories of value created by MASS.
The interview data, as well as the literature review, pointed to several key topics
regarding how value can be created by MASS: through cost reductions and operational efficiencies; through increased safety; through increased or novel earning
potential; and through enabling system value, which we discuss in detail below. In
Table 3, we present the different facets of value creation by MASS, organized by the
sources of value and the categories of value. We discuss these categories in more
detail in the table.
4.1 Cost reductions and operational efficiencies
The most obvious and commonly mentioned benefit of MASS is the potential to
drastically decrease crew costs depending on how many crew members or maintenance personnel will be left on board, and how many people are required for operating the vessels from a SCC. Currently, crew salaries can account for up to 45%
of total operating costs of a Panamax bulk carrier (Kretschmann et al. 2017), and
reduction in crew costs would constitute tangible cost savings for ship operators.
MASS can also address the challenge of attracting and training seafarers that ship
operators have been recently facing (Björkroth 2020; Ghaderi 2020; Nguyen et al.
2014).
Removing the crew from vessels has also implications for ship design and
operations, which, in their turn, can enable other efficiencies. As one interviewee
1
See e.g. https://www.rolls-royce.com/~/media/Files/R/Rolls-Royce/documents/customers/marine/RR-
Ship-Intel-Broch-Oct2018.pdf.

Increased ship intelligence Reduction in maintenance costs
due to predictive maintenance
Fuel savings due to voyage
optimization
Savings on ship insurance due to
detailed logs of ship operations

Ship safety due to situational
awareness and decreased crew
fatigue
Cargo safety due to monitoring
and situational awareness

Crew safety
Decreased crew costs
Fuel savings due to the improved Ship and cargo safety due to
reduced human error
aerodynamics (e.g. as a result
of removing the bridge)
Reduced investment costs due to
no need for life support systems
Reduction in maintenance costs
due to different design
New routes

Onboard crew reduction

Safety

Cost reductions and operational
efficiencies

Source of value

Table 3  Analysis and categorization of value created by MASS

Flexibility and optimization of
logistics chains
New business opportunities based
on data and integration in IoT
Digital trade
Network effects enabled by multiple MASS

Increased cargo holding space

Business opportunities stemming
from the real-time cargorelated data

System value

Earning potential
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mentioned, the operational decisions during the voyage, regarding the speed or tilt
of the vessel, will be different if not accounting for people on board, and the principles of designing ships will change, too. Fully unmanned vessels do not require crew
quarters and life support systems, thereby reducing investment costs and enlarging cargo space. Naturally, there will be increased investments in ship intelligence
solutions, such as situational awareness and collision detection systems, and other
technological tools required for a vessel to be fully unmanned and autonomous.
According to another interviewee, new designs are possible with improved airand hydrodynamics; ships can be lighter and require less ballast water. As a result,
MASS can be more fuel-efficient compared with conventional ships, both due to
improved design (Kretschmann et al. 2017) and optimal sailing speed profiles enabled by solutions like voyage optimization. Also, since the absence of crew costs on
board reduces operational costs at sea, slow steaming becomes more viable, leading to even greater fuel savings (Hogg and Ghosh 2016). According to Rolls-Royce
(Mooney 2015), MASS can achieve a 20% reduction in fuel costs. Additionally,
removal of crew from the vessels can uncover opportunities for transporting cargo
using new routes, such as through the Arctic region (Munim et al. 2021).
The maintenance of MASS will also be affected by the removal of crew-related
systems on the ship. However, increased automation will ultimately increase the
complexity of the vessels. At the same time, ship intelligence can enable preventive and even predictive maintenance (Tsvetkova et al. 2021a; Lambert et al. 2019),
which can reduce maintenance costs in the long term. Another important benefit
stemming from increased ship intelligence is the increased transparency of ship
operations due to the bigger volumes of recorded data on vessel equipment operation, cargo condition throughout the voyage and detailed logs of the surroundings.
The use of these data, if made available to insurers, for investigating the causes
of accidents or damages to the vessels and cargo, can ultimately lead to decreased
ship and cargo insurance and help mitigate risks in sea transportation (Urciuoli and
Hintsa 2020). However, as several interviewees explained to us, current ship and
cargo insurance policies need to change in order to benefit from such transparency,
which requires changes in how different actors communicate and settle disputes
in case of accidents. As an interviewee from a ship operating company explained,
often, insurance companies prefer to ensure a good relationship with their client
rather than argue about every single claim over cargo damages. Following this, new
interfaces will need to be established between insurance companies and such actors
as ship systems providers, where the data on equipment performance and causes of
its failure can be securely logged and transferred in case of accidents; blockchain
technology could come as a great help in this regard.
4.2 Safety
While increased safety can also be translated in cost reductions, for instance, in
terms of reduced insurance fees, we distinguish it as a separate category, because
its value is often difficult to measure and different actors in the logistics ecosystem
can benefit from it in various ways. As one interviewee put it, in maritime business
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segments like offshore or passenger transportation, safety is the aspect whose
improvement is prioritized over such goals as direct cost savings, as it can be easily
compromised. The extent to which the value can be monetized depends on the segment and particular business case. In case of passenger transportation in the Baltic
Sea, for example, safety can be seen as the part of the brand value for ship operators.
Offshore business and pilotage were mentioned as other examples of sectors where
increased crew safety can be extremely valuable for ship operators.
There are also several aspects of how safety can be affected by autonomous operations. First, the safety of the vessel can be improved due to constant and advanced
situational awareness brought by ship intelligence and reduction of the crew’s
fatigue by taking over routine tasks (Hogg and Ghosh 2016). Second, crew safety
is improved due to the mere fact that seafarers are transferred to the shore and are
not subject to operating vessels in harsh and dangerous conditions, or being held
hostage during pirate attacks (Mooney 2015). Third, the transfer of operational decisions from the crew to the ship is often mentioned to bear the potential of reducing human error (Porathe 2013), particularly due to decreased fatigue (Nguyen et al.
2014), which has been claimed to cause 75–96% of accidents at sea (Rothblum et al.
2002). The latter point appears to be a controversial topic. Several interviewees
mentioned that human error leading to disasters like collisions is a commonly used
argument for promoting the benefits of safety of MASS. However, the presence of
a crew has been crucial for detecting and avoiding such accidents as fires. Furthermore, in case of remotely operated ships, much of the safety risks are transferred to
the SCC, necessitating constant monitoring and interpretations of data in order to
ensure safe vessel operations (Hogg and Ghosh 2016).

4.3 Earning potential
Unmanned ships improve earning potential in several ways. The new opportunities
in vessel design due to limited crew accommodation and life support systems, which
were discussed earlier, create additional space for carrying cargo (Hogg and Ghosh
2016).
Increased ship intelligence due to digitalization, however, bears a more significant potential for creating new revenue streams by generating data that can be used
to establish new business models. As an example, data on cargo condition during
the voyage (such as position of cargo within containers or the temperature in a cargo
hold), combined with other cargo-related data (such as weight, destination or ID of
particular containers), as well as voyage information, can be the basis for providing
real-time information on cargo movements, which can be valuable for the shippers
and other actors interested in the transparency and visibility of supply chains. The
data generated on an intelligent ship give rise to many more opportunities and interfaces, such as the ones related to IoT and automated supply chains, to create larger
system value, which is discussed in the next section.
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4.4 System value enabled by MASS
As discussed above, unmanned vessels have the potential to create value by reducing
crew-related costs, which has an effect on ship operating and investment costs. Ship
intelligence can be seen as a necessary condition for MASS operations, enabling a
whole set of other benefits related to increased situational awareness and improved
decision-making during voyages. However, significant benefits lie beyond actual
vessel operations, in the integration of MASS in the IoT (Sullivan et al. 2020; de la
Peña Zarzuelo et al. 2020), where other smart infrastructures and equipment, such
as ports with autonomous mooring and automated loading and unloading, and automated intermodal hubs, are also part of transparent and automatized supply chains.
As one interviewee explained, MASS supported by artificial intelligence (AI)
have the potential to remove the inefficiencies in current logistics chains, thereby
also reducing the environmental impact of cargo transportation. This stems from
the combination of several ‘ship intelligence’ solutions, such as voyage optimization and optimal cargo loading, and digital innovations in other parts of the logistics
chain, such as management of truck traffic in ports and multimodal logistics planning. The alignment of these optimization solutions can allow, for example, reduction of ships’ waiting time in port and instead find optimal routes and speed profiles
to deliver goods on time.
It is important to note that ships can be ‘intelligent’ without being fully unmanned
and autonomous. This view is shared by some leading ship technology suppliers,
such as ABB and Wärtsilä, who have been cautious regarding the concept of fully
autonomous vessels,2 and have instead referred to “Smart Marine”3 and “conditionally and periodically unmanned bridge.”4 MASS are often seen as a future technology for naval and research applications, while “smart ships” are seen better fit for
commercial shipping (Lloyd’s Register 2015). However, the combination of unmanning vessels with increasing ship intelligence can create system value for supply and
logistics chains by allowing vessels to be operated flexibly and in real time without
accounting for crew on board. As an interviewee suggested, fully autonomous ships
can enable not only ‘digital corridors’, but also digital trade, where fully unmanned
ships can be treated as ‘floating stocks’ that can be traded in real time and be flexibly
redirected to any port. Along similar lines, Kim et al. (2020) see future transportation as a “timely service that allows shippers and customers to instantaneously tailor
dispatches and receive deliveries from this autonomous logistics transport chain”.
Furthermore, MASS can contribute to establishing new platforms, where digitalization can help leverage business opportunities and to monetize data pertaining to
shipping operations (Wright 2020).
Thus, system value enabled by MASS is two-fold. On the one hand, autonomous shipping, integrated in the increasingly digitalized maritime transportation

2

https://www.wartsila.com/twentyfour7/innovation/maritime-autonomy-a-bridge-too-far.
https://www.wartsila.com/marine/smartmarine/cases/case-smart-marine.
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(Tsvetkova et al. 2021b), enables value creation through complementarities among
ecosystem actors (Jacobides et al. 2018) such as port operators, freight forwarders
and logistics operators. On the other hand, as more MASS are introduced in maritime logistics, it should be possible to achieve network effects (Katz and Shapiro
1985), where the value created by a fleet of MASS will be able to outperform conventional vessels on a new level. According to an interviewee, a fleet of many smallsize container MASS can deliver goods from origin to destination economically,
replacing the hub-and-spoke networks that rely on mega-size container vessels and
feeders. In both cases, system value of MASS has ramifications for supply and logistics chains, which are discussed below.
Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning the additional value that can be created by
MASS, which is difficult to categorize according to the topics discussed above. First,
the modal shift from road transport to MASS in short-sea shipping (Suárez-Alemán
2016) will bring benefits to society by reducing the environmental impacts of cargo
transportation (Munim 2019). An interviewee explained that, to make ship power
and the propulsion system more independent, it will be necessary to shift either to
cleaner fuels or preferably to electric propulsion. The use of heavy fuel oil (HFO),
for example, will be impossible on MASS (Kretschmann et al. 2017).

5 Discussion
5.1 Changes in the structure of logistics business ecosystem due
to the introduction of MASS
There are benefits of unmanned vessels and of increased ship intelligence that can
improve ship operations in ‘as-is’ logistics business ecosystems, such as reducing
crew costs or increasing safety due to better situational awareness. These benefits
provide incremental improvements compared with conventional ships, and have
been extensively discussed by providers of autonomous capability on ships and
other promoters of autonomous shipping, to establish the relatively higher value of
MASS. With regard to such benefits, the analysis of value creation using an ecosystem perspective can provide answers to the question of which particular actors
will be able to capture this value and, if this proves difficult, which changes in the
structure of the ecosystem would be necessary. As one interviewee put it, it is possible that certain investments in ship intelligence will pay off even if business is
done in the same way as today. However, to fully realize the value of MASS, it is
necessary to go beyond the current structure of the logistics business ecosystem and
see whether new business models are possible. For example, operation of a fleet of
MASS is an opportunity for a new business model that can be employed not only
by incumbent actors such as ship operators, but also by technology providers (Duru
2019). As we can conclude from the analysis above, system value can be created
only if the business ecosystem is transformed and the business models of many
actors change accordingly. However, it is not immediately apparent how value creation and capture will change in such a transformed ecosystem. In Table 4, we analyse for which actors in the logistics ecosystem MASS create value by exploring

Ship operator; shipper

Shipowners; shipper (depending on charter type) Updating freight contracts to create motivation to save fuel

New routes

Fuel savings due to voyage optimization

Shipper; insurer

Ship operator, technology provider, shipper

Business opportunities stemming from the real-time
cargo-related data

System value

Shipowner; ship operator

Increased cargo holding space

Earning potential
New business models for business actors in logistics chains
to capture the value of these data

New design capabilities required from shipyards

Solutions and platforms for monitoring cargo on board

Shipowner
Ship operator
Shipper; insurer
Ports

Cargo safety

Maintenance facilities for autonomous ships widely established; safety standards for MASS

Ship operator

Ship safety

Establishment and operation of SCCs

New insurance plans for MASS; safety standards for MASS

Coordination with production planning and global trade
patterns; development of ports in new locations

Crew safety

Safety

Savings on ship insurance due to detailed logs of ship
operations

Shipowner

Reduction in maintenance costs due to predictive
maintenance

Solutions for predictive maintenance by technology suppliers; maintenance facilities for autonomous ships widely
established

New design capabilities required from shipyards

Shipowner

Reduction in maintenance costs due to different design

New design capabilities required from shipyards

Establishment and operation of SCCs
New design capabilities required from shipyards

Ship operator

Required changes in the ecosystem to enable value creation

Reduced investment costs due to no need for life support Shipowner
systems

Ship operator

Fuel savings due to the improved aerodynamics

For which types of actors value is created

Decreased crew costs

Cost savings and operational efficiencies

Facet of value creation (based on analysis in Table 3)

Table 4  Value creation per beneficiary and required changes in the ecosystem
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For which types of actors value is created
Shipper, cargo broker, freight forwarder
Many actors
Many actors
Ship operator; shipper; port

Facet of value creation (based on analysis in Table 3)

Flexibility and optimization of logistics and supply
chains

New business opportunities based on data and integration in IoT

Digital trade

Network effects enabled by multiple MASS

Table 4  (continued)

Standardization of MASS technology; compatible infrastructure in ports; new business models for operating
fleets of MASS

New business models for many involved actors; platforms
for ‘autonomous’ trading; institutional changes at global
level

New business models for business actors in logistics chains
to capture the value of these data

New and adjusted business models for business actors in
logistics chains to enable real-time optimization of supply
and logistics chains

Required changes in the ecosystem to enable value creation
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each facet of value creation discussed in the previous section and listed in Table 3
This analysis provides the understanding of the needs for ecosystem redesign and is
therefore instrumental in predicting how supply and logistics chains will change due
to the wide introduction of MASS.
While commonly mentioned benefits of MASS such as increased safety and cost
reductions mainly concern shipowners and ship operators, system value would be
created mostly for the ultimate logistics customer: the shipper (and trade by and
large). The challenge here relates to the fact that shipbuilding can be seen as a distinct sector where the shipowner is the ultimate customer (Gustafsson et al. 2015).
In cases where the shipowner is also operating the ship, the benefits that concern
vessel operations can also be captured by this actor. However, in the case of MASS,
the providers of autonomous capability can create value that spans across the logistics chain. The challenges arise in motivating higher investment costs in MASS if it
is unclear how shipowners can benefit, or whether it will be other actors in the ecosystem who will capture the value from intelligent and unmanned ships.
It has been argued that the successful implementation of MASS in maritime
logistics will directly depend on their potential to increase the profitability of shipowners and operators (Kretschmann et al. 2017). In this perspective, some value is
transferred to shippers through potentially lower freight rates and safer cargo transportation. However, the value of transparency, the flexibility in logistics and supply
chain management, and the development of IoT will be created for actors that use
MASS for transporting their cargo and can only be enabled if the business ecosystem is transformed. Some actors need to take additional roles and develop necessary
capabilities (e.g. related to the remote operation of MASS or new ways to organize
their maintenance), while others will lose their position in the ecosystem as their
activities will become obsolete. The principles of how value is created in the ecosystem need to change. The winners are likely to be those actors that manage to orchestrate and align the ecosystem in such a way that more value can be created.
5.2 Capturing the value of MASS: the changing roles of technology providers,
shipyards, shipowners and ship operators
As Kim et al. (2020) note, the introduction of MASS will clearly have an impact
on ship design, shipbuilding, and port infrastructure, including services and interfaces. One particular question concerns the division of roles between incumbent
actors such as shipowners and operators and the ‘digital newcomers,’ i.e. the providers of autonomous capability for ships. In a traditional setting, technology providers
act as suppliers to shipyards, whose customers are shipowners. It has been noted
before that, in this linear and fragmented supply chain, the technology providers are
not always capable of delivering the value that their systems are capable of creating
(Gustafsson et al. 2015). The role of the shipyard as a system integrator might be
challenged by the potential of technology providers (related to ship intelligence),
as the latter become indispensable in data ecosystem formation. While shipbuilding has focused on design for reliability and maintainability, the increasing incorporation of data management elements needs to be reflected in engineering vessels
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and requires novel capabilities (Hogg and Ghosh 2016). In particular, the need to
ensure vessel connectivity at sea and the generation and use of new types of data
(e.g. on cargo condition, equipment condition and the surroundings of the vessel)
will require ensuring cybersecurity and building new interfaces between ship systems (such as connecting the situational awareness with the navigational system via
a decision-making algorithm to avoid collisions).
Further, a commonly discussed challenge is the question of liability in case of
accidents and damages that involve MASS. It is still unclear whether it is the shipowner, the shipyard or the provider of autonomous capability who will be held
liable, and which liability regimes will apply. In this sense, ships differ significantly from cars, where the manufacturer controls the supply chain and the technology development much more intensively than shipyards. There is an urgent need
to establish reasonable criteria and scope on responsibility between shipowners,
technology providers and shipyards, including an appropriate security structure for
insurance coverage (Kim et al. 2020).
MASS will naturally change the way ships are operated, thereby questioning
the established role of the ship operator. Remote operations will require establishing SCCs, which need the resources and capabilities both of technology providers
and incumbent ship operators. It is still unclear whose responsibility it is to develop
and maintain SCCs – the shipbuilder or the technology supplier (Ghaderi 2020). As
one interviewee argued, there will be ship operating companies that will not want
to build and operate their own SCCs, thereby turning to technology providers for a
service to operate MASS from their SCCs.
This gives rise to new business models (and new types of actors in the ecosystem) that would operate MASS. Masterly is an interesting example of such a new
business actor that offers a complete value chain for AS, from design and development to control systems, logistics services and vessel operations (Wilhelmsen 2018).
In the future, it is possible that MASS manufacturers would offer shared MASS
alongside ownership offers (Munim 2019). While such a ship-as-a-service (SaaS)
business model is not new (various chartering arrangements being examples of how
users of ships do not need to actually own them in order to manage the transport of
their cargo), in the case of MASS, the roles of shipowner, ship operator and SaaS
providers will be rearranged (Duru 2019). Moreover, as Munim (2019) proposes, the
business models of these actors will differ depending on whether incumbent or new
firms take lead in this part of the ecosystem. The tension between the incumbent and
emerging logistics business ecosystems is further aggravated by the opinions that,
although technology providers are clearly the drivers of ecosystem transition and
propagators of MASS, they do not understand the specifics of the maritime industry
to a necessary extent (Meadow et al. 2018; Wright 2020).
Another important aspect that stems from the analysis presented in Table 4 is that
the value of MASS, especially when it comes to system value, can be created for
the ultimate users of MASS, i.e., shippers. While operational efficiencies brought by
MASS can be captured by the shipowner and operator in the incumbent ecosystem
or if the structure of the business ecosystem changes in terms of ship ownership and
operation as discussed above, it is far more challenging to match the value creation
potential for shippers, as they are not investing in vessels. Vertical integration has
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been proposed as a possible scenario for overcoming this challenge, and companies
like Amazon have been mentioned as potential first movers in deploying MASS, as
they are both capable of capturing the system value created by MASS owing to the
control over the end-to-end logistics chains and have the financial means to invest in
this technology and the required complementary infrastructure (e.g. in ports). Along
similar lines, Yara Birkeland has been mentioned by an interviewee as an example of embedding a MASS as part of the supply chain controlled end-to-end by one
company. As Kretschmann et al. (2017) note, Yara’s motivation to invest in a MASS
is probably the savings achieved through enhanced management and optimization of
supply chains by engaging the ships for transportation of large quantities of cargo.

5.3 Complementarity in actor activities and investments to enable value creation
by MASS
To enable system value creation, there is a need for certain complementary activities and roles to be established or revised. For example, there is a clear need for
ports to adjust their activities and infrastructure to accommodate MASS and allow
for creating value through seamless, automated operations in ports. As one interviewee mentioned, a number of activities need to be automated, such as ship-toshore communication and docking, and port systems need to be compatible with
MASS. There is also a need for interoperability and standardization of the different
systems on MASS for them to be able to enter different ports. At the same time,
ports will be able to capture some of the value created by MASS through higher port
dues, job creation and increased short-sea shipping activity (Ghaderi 2020). Another
challenge related to ports’ ability to host MASS lies in the different operational profiles of such vessels, as they will probably spend more time in port to carry out tasks
such as maintenance that would have otherwise been performed by the crew during
the voyage. This will lead to the deterioration of value created to port operators, who
aim for higher throughput of vessels (Ghaderi 2020).
Technological complementarities that need to be developed in the emerging ecosystem include ship propulsion that would not rely on internal combustion technology, which is heavily dependent on crew presence on board (Wright 2020) and automation. Also, implementation of MASS, especially in ocean shipping, requires the
development of sufficient and reliable connectivity. Finally, there will be significant
implications for electric grids as more and more electric MASS will need to charge
in ports. Technologies and services for fast-charging of the battery and back-up batteries will be required to enable efficient MASS operations (Munim 2019). It is as
yet unclear which ecosystem actors will take the lead in developing and maintaining
this infrastructure and how they will be able to monetize the complementary value
they create. Finally, the role of the ultimate users of the vessels – the shippers – will
probably change as logistics chains that include MASS become automated and more
transparent. In essence, this should give more power to the shippers and open the
‘black box’ of sea logistics.
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6 Conclusions
The expected benefits of MASS include increased safety, reduced costs and
increased earning potential due to operational efficiencies and reduction in vessel
manning. However, autonomous shipping bears a greater potential than just replacing humans with machines. Rather, MASS can play a role in transforming logistics
and supply chains. The value creation potential of MASS depends on the degree
to which it disrupts logistics, which correlates to the degree of autonomy at which
MASS can operate. The aim of this study was to clarify the mechanisms of value
creation enabled by MASS and outline the requirements for changing the value creation and capture structure of logistics chains by applying an ecosystem perspective
to them.
We distinguish between two main sources of value creation by MASS
– unmanned vessels and ship intelligence – because they have different implications
on which actors can capture the value and in which way. Certain categories of value,
such as improved safety and cost reductions, can be the basis for comparing MASS
with conventional ships in order to elicit relative improvements. This is important
to understand, as the first generation of MASS might need to compete with conventional ships directly (Kretschmann et al. 2017). However, a more significant value
potential lies in system value which is enabled through network effects and through
establishing complementarities in the emerging ecosystem.
Major changes concern the shifting roles of the providers of autonomous capabilities, shipyards, shipowners and operators and their effect on settling the new
structure of the logistics business ecosystem. Another consideration is the need for
complementary activities, such as those undertaken by ports and SCCs, and new
business models enabled by, among other factors, increased transparency and predictability. Meanwhile, there will be a long struggle to find niches where MASS can
indeed offer competitive advancement compared with conventional ships. Another
route would be constructing the digital maritime ecosystem (Urciuoli and Hintsa
2020) for integrating MASS into the IoT to hence enable the Industry 4.0 in the maritime context or the so-called Maritime 4.0 (Sullivan et al. 2020; de la Peña Zarzuelo
et al. 2020). For that, the focus needs be shifted to ship intelligence, which is easier
to be implemented than the unmanning of vessels.
Our research has been a probe in new terrain. The ecosystem view we have advocated seems to be relevant, and further research should attempt more fine-grained
analyses of, for example, specific shipping segments or how value creation through
MASS differs for different levels of autonomy and onboard manning (Fig. 1).
It is likely that for some segments ship intelligence will be the main value driver,
whereas for others it may be the reduction or removal of crew.
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